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Abstract-A
solution method is presented for the analysis of contact between two (or more) threedimensional bodies. The surfaces of the contacting bodies are discretized using quadrilateral surface
segments. A Lagrange multiplier technique is employed to impose that, in the contact area, the surface
displacements of the contacting bodies are compatible with each other. Distributed contact tractions over
the surface segments are calculated from the externally applied forces, inertia forces and internal element
stresses. Using the segment tractions, Coulomb’s law of friction is enforced in a global sense over each
surface segment. The time integration of dynamic response is performed using the Newmark method with
parameters 6 = i and a = f. Using these parameters the energy and momentum balance criteria for the
contacting bodies are satisfied accurately when a reasonably small time step is used.
The applicability of the algorithm is illustrated by selected sample numerical solutions to static and
dynamic contact problems.

1.INTRODlJCT'ION
The problem considered herein deals with the stress
analysis of two bodies, contactor and target, when
their boundaries come into contact with each other
under the action of external loads (see Fig. 1). The
occurrence of contact can be at any arbitrary location
on each body boundary and the basic geometric
condition of contact is that no material overlap can
occur between the bodies. The region of contact is
unknown prior to the analysis and large changes in
the contact area are possible including relative sliding
with Coulomb friction or possible separation after
contact. The developed forces of contact on the two
bodies must be statically equivalent to each other and
for each body the support reactions must be in
equilibrium with the externally applied forces, inertia
forces and the contact forces.
A significant research effort is currently focussed
on the development of effective numerical techniques
for analysis of contact problems (e.g. [I-S]). Our
approach for static analysis of planar and axisymmetric contact problems was presented [6-81. This
present work deals with the analysis of three-
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dimensional contact problems for both static and
dynamic conditions.
In the algorithm, a Lagrange multiplier approach
is used to enforce that, in the region of contact, the
contactor surface displacements are compatible with
the target surface displacements. The developed contact forces are calculated directly from the external
loads, inertia forces and the nodal point forces equivalent to the current element stresses. Coulomb’s law
of friction is enforced by first evaluating the distributed surface tractions from an estimate of the contact
forces and then updating the tractions corresponding
to the conditions of sticking and sliding contact. The
constraints of compatible surface displacements are
updated in each iteration to account for the most
current contact conditions.
In dynamic analysis, the time integration of the
equilibrium equations is performed using the Newmark method with paramaters 6 = 4 and a = i. The
conditions of energy and momentum balance for the
contacting bodies are satisfied by employing a
sufficiently small time step and special interface conditions to model the impact phenomena are not
needed.
The details of the solution method are presented in
Sections 2-7 and the algorithm calculation sequence
is given in Section 8. The method has been implemented in the computer program ADINA (I l] and
sample numerical solutions are presented in Section
9. The concluding remarks and further research goals
are given in the last section.
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2. DISCRRlTZATlON OF THE CONTACTOR
AND TARGET BODY SURFACES BY
SURFACE SEGMENTS

&&ACTOR
MODAL

Both the contactor and target surfaces are discretized using four-node quadrilateral segments (see
Fig. Ia). Considering the finite elements which are
used to discretize the continuum of a body, a generic
surface segment corresponds to a finite element face
that lies on the body boundary. In general the surface
segments are non-flat and therefore the following
geometric assumptions are employed in the solution
procedure:

SURFACE
CONTACT
FCWX

CCWACT

fORCES

Fig. 1 contd. (d) Statically equivalent nodal contact forces
on the contactor and target surfaces.

0 The normal direction for the entire surface of
a generic segment is approximated by the exact
normal to the segment surface at r = 0, s = 0
(see Fig. 2). For segment j, the normal vector
is denoted as II,”if the segment belongs to the
contactor surface and n,r if it belongs to the
target surface.
0 The geometry of a generic target segment is
approximated by four triangles which have one
common vertex at r = 0, s = 0 (see Figs 2b,c).

Fig. 2. Geometry approximations for contactor and target segments. The segment local coordinate axes
are denoted as r and S. (a) Normal vector q
,c to the contactor segment j (n,c acts into the continuum of
the contactor body).
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Fig. 2. contd. (bf Normal vector n: to the target segment j($acts
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In the incremental solution, the contactor surface
nodes are considered to come into contact with the
target segments. A total contactor segment is defined
to be in contact if all four nodes belonging to the
segment are in contact with the target surface (see
Fig. 5).

3. coON I~C~~~
SURFACEDISPLACEMENTSDUE
To CONTACT

After the two bodies have come into contact, the
in~ental
contactor surface displa~n~
must be
compatible with the incremental target surface disThen the coordinates of any point P within a placements so that the current conditions of sticking
contact and sliding contact between the contactor
generic segment triangle ABU are given by
and target surfaces are satisfied. This ~m~tibility of
r+&x,-We
‘+A%”
+
(48
“ty)‘+A’xB
surface
displacements is only enforced at the discrete
-l-Y)
locations corresponding to the contactor nodes. In
+Y '+A'XCfY ‘+“‘xol, (1) the iterative solution, the conditions of sticking contact, sliding contact and tension release at the contactor nodes for the beginning of the next iteration
where [9]
are determined from the contact conditions of the
At = solution time step,
surface segments (see Section 5.2). The necessary
t, t + At = generic time values at two geometric const~in~ to enforce the condition of
contact at a generic contactor node are discussed in
consecutive solution steps,t
r+Al t+Alx8, = global coordinates of target this section. The calculation assumes that the solution
x.4,
I+& IfAlxD segment nodes A, B, C and D response is known at time t and that (i - 1) iterations
xc,
respectively at time t + At,
have been performed to calculate the solution at time
a, 8, y = triangular area coordinates of t i-At.
point P at time t + At.
Figure 3 shows how a contactor node is in contact
with the target segment j formed by nodes A, B, C
and D. Point P is defined to be the physical point of
7 In static analysis with time-inde~ndentmaterialconsticontact
(on the target segment j) of node k such that
tutive relations, the time value is the pseudo variable used
to determine the current level of the applied loading [9]. For
all other eases,the time value refers to the physical time.
Fig. 2 contd. (c) TriangleAEO of the target segmentj.

Fig. 3. Contactor node k in contact with triangle ABO of the target segment j (nude k has penetrated
into the target body through triangle MO). Note that, in general, the node k can come into contact with
any of the four triangles.
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stickingcontact at contactor node k (see also Fig. lc).

A,$”

*+drxf;-i)= current gfobal coordinate ofnode
k after iteration (i - 1) for the
equilibrium configuration corresponding to time t + AZ,
’+“‘At- ‘) = material overlap at contactor node

k. The calculation of overlap is
such that the vectors r+drA~-ltand
NJ are parallel to each other.

= A,@

+

l+hrAf-

I),

Consider the case when the enactor node k is
found to be in sticking contact with the target
segment j after iteration (i - 1) (see Table 1 in
Section 5.2). Then the inc~rnen~l displa~ments at
node k and point P in iteration (i) are such that (see
Fig. 4)
=

, + AIX$f,

Substituting eqn (2) into eqn (3),

(3)

(4)

where Au!) and Auf) are the in~~en~l
displacements at point P and node k respectively in iteration
(i). Using eqn (1) and assuming isoparametric interpolation of geomet~, the ~ompatibiIity ~nst~int for
sticking contact is obtained as
3[4(Auf i- 1+111A~-1))_(4q(i-i)+y(i-11)A~~
_ (4@‘- 1)+ ,+‘- “)A#”8
_ y(‘-“A+) _ y”- “&$I] ‘=-0,

I + At,@

k

(5)

where
#-I), @(‘-1) fi- 1)
tY
= triangular area coordinates of point P after
iteration (i - I)att~rnef~A~
A@, A@, A@, Aus)
= incremental displacements at target nodes A,
I?, C and D respectively, in iteration (i).
~uation (5) is used in the calculation of the incremental. equations of equilib~um (see Section 6).
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3.2 Condition of sliding contact

Consider the case when the contactor node k is
found to be in sliding contact with the target segment
j after iteration (i - 1) (see Table I). For this condition, the physical point of contact for node k after
iteration (i) is unknown a priori. Assuming the
relative sliding in iteration (i) to be small and linearizing about the geometry after iteration (i - l), a constraint of compatible surface displacements for sliding contact is obtained as
(n,r)T[AuF)]i (n,?)T[Aa[) + I+ uAf- “1.
Using eqn (1) and assuming isoparametric
polation of geometry, we obtain

‘+ “Kci- ‘) = tangent stiffness matrix including the
material and geometric nonlinearities
after iteration (i - I),

'+"Kjl‘) = contact matrix to include the constraint equations of compatible surface
displacements after iteration (i - I),
r+A’R = vector of externally applied forces at
time t + At,
r+AlFyi-I)

(6)

=

inter-

vector of nodal point forces equivalent
to the element stresses after iteration
(i - l),

‘+A’Ry-‘) = vector of contact forces which satisfy
Coulomb’s law of friction after iteration (i - l),

~(n/r)T[4(AaP + l+&Af-‘))_(&‘i-”
+ ?(i- ll)An$) _ (4fl(i- 1)+ y(i- l))Au(j

t + AIA(~ - I)
=
c

-Y

(I- I)&$)

_ y V- I)@)]

= 0.

(7)

Equation (7) is employed in the calculation of incremental equations of equilibrium (see Section 6).

vector of material overlaps at contactor nodes after iteration (i - l),

Lvectors of incremental displacements,
velocities and accelerations respectively in iteration (i),

3.3 Condition of tension release
For the case when the contactor node k experiences
tension release after iteration (i - l), the incremental
displacements of node k and point P are independent
of each other in iteration (i).

Al(‘) = vector of Lagrange
enforce the contact
iteration (i),
t+Aff~(i-

I), r+Atlf(i
=

multipliers
constraints

to
in

- I)

vector of velocities and accelerations
respectively after iteration (i - 1).

4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF
EQUILIBRIUM

Using a Lagrange multiplier technique to enforce
the constraints of compatible surface displacements
due to contact, the resulting equilibrium equations
for iteration (i) at time t + At are as follows:

The calculation of the contact matrices ‘+A’Ry-“,
,+bKf-l) and ‘+ ArAF- I) is explained in Sections 5 and
6. The matrices M, C, ‘+“K(‘-I), ltA’R and ‘+A’F(i-‘l
are evaluated by employing the usual procedures [9].
A scheme for the time integration of the equilibrium
equations is selected in Section 7.

5. EVALUATION

OF THE COMACT
AFTER ITERATION (i - I)

+

0
1+&K;-IIT

,+Alp-I,

0*

where
M, C P mass and
spectively,

damping

matrices,

re-

FORCES

The contact
forces at the surface nodes are
developed due to enforcing of the constraints of
compatible surface displacements between the two
bodies. After iteration (i - I), an estimate of the
contactor surface nodal forces is obtained from the
applied external loads, inertia forces and nodal point
forces equivalent to the element stresses. This estimate of the nodal contact forces is updated such that
Coulomb’s law of friction is enforced in a global
sense over each contactor segment. The target surface
nodal contact forces are then calculated as statically
equivalent to those acting at the contactor surface
nodes. These updated contact forces are elements of
the vector ‘+“RF-I).
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Fig. 5. The total region of contact on the contactor surface after iteration (i - 1) at time t +Ar. The
segment tractions are recovered over the shaded region.

At a contactor node k which belongs to the contact
region, the contact nodal point force vector prior
to updating, ARV- “, is estimated as [see eqn (8) and
Fig. 51
ARf- ‘) E [M r+~O(i-l)+crtAl~(i-1)
+

r+Aq$i-1)

_

‘+&RI

at node k.

(9)

Considering all contactor nodes, the total vector of
contact forces is denoted as AR”- r) and the contactor
surface segment tractions are calculated such that
they are equivalent to the forces AR”-‘).

m
(2x2)

GAUSS

5.1 Recovery of segment tractions on the contactor
surface
The traction recovery calculation assumes that the
interpolation of tractions over each segment is bilinear and that the tractions are continuous across the
segment boundaries. Figure 6 shows the distribution
of segment tractions over a generic contactor segment
j. The consistent nodal loads corresponding to the
distributed segment tractions are given by
ARj = Gt,,
where

(10)
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(11)

tj =

= nodal point values of the segment tractions
(e.g. rl is the x-component of the segment
traction at node k)

A& =

ARi AR; AR;
AR: AR; AR:
1 AR: AR; AR: 1

BMHE

Using eqn (10) and summing the contributions
from all contactor segments, a cofficient matrix relating the nodal valuts of segment tractions to the
nodal contact forces (i.e. the contact forces given by
eqn (9)) is constructed. A Gauss elimination solution
is subsequently performed to obtain the unknown
nodal values of the segment tractions.
5.2 Friction update of segment tractions
Using the recovered segment tractions, the total
segment contact force, Tj, is obtained from eqn (IO)
as:

(12)

(16)
where

= consistent nodal point forces corresponding
to the segment tractions (e.g. AR: is the
x-component of the consistent nodal load at
node k due to the distributed segment tractions over segment j only. The total force
ARf- *)at node k is the sum of contributions
from the tractions acting over all segments
adjoining node k).

IG TIT*

Also
I
(18)

G ==coefficient matrix relating nodal values of
segment tractions to the corresponding consistent nodal loads.
The matrix G is evaluated by (2 x 2) numerical
integration [9) as
G=WJR,

(13)

(19)
where T’, and ‘I’{are the total normal and tangential
segment contact forces respectively. Using T’; and Tj,
the procedure for updating the segment tractions to
enforce Coloumb’s law of friction is as follows.
Condition of tension release. A contactor segment
experiences tension releaae after iteration (i - 1) if the
total normal segment contact force is tensiie, or

where

(T~)‘n,”< 0.

The segment tractions are updated to zero. Hence

1symmetric
= matrix of values of the bilinear interpolation
functions at the (2 x 2) Gauss integration
points. Specifically,

I;,, = Iiz4= 0.04465820.

J=

JI
i

J4

J

A)=-,

(22)

A,= matrix of consistent segment nodal point
forces corresponding to the updated tractions over segment j.

1
J2

(21)

ij = matrix of updated nodal point values of
segment tractions,

/i1*= I& = & = I;,,,= 0. I6666666

Jl

+o

where

&, = & = &;,= &, = 0.622~847

r

mt

(1%

sdiagonal matrix of values of the Jacobian
determinant at the (2 x 2) Gauss integration
points.

Condition of did&g contact. A contactor segment
experiences sliding contact after iteration (i - 1) if the
total segment tangential force exceeds the total segment frictional capacity, or
TI;> T’,,

(23)
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Table 1. State of contactor node asi$tsT

by states of adjoining contactor

State of adjoining contactor segments
state of
contactor node

One adjoining segment

Other adjoining segments

Sticking

Sticking
Sliding
Tension release
Not in contact

Sticking

Sliding

Sliding
Tension release
Not in contact

Sliding

Tension release

Tension release
Not in contact

Tension release

t For each solitary node in contact, the state of the node is directly given by
the friction update calculation.

where
Tj = IT’;1

(24)

T$= p[(Tj)TnF]

(25)

= total segment frictional capacity

Note that using eqn (26), the magnitude of the total
tangential segment force is scaled down to equal the
segment frictional capacity. The direction of the
updated tangential force is as for the force T’,.
Condition of sticking contact. A contactor segment
experiences sticking contact after iteration (i - 1) if
the total segment tangential force is less than (or
equal to) the total segment frictional capacity, or

p = coefficient of friction.
T’ I T$.
The tangential component of the segment tractions
is updated to be a constant value i, for the entire
segment j such that

The segment tractions satisfy Coulomb’s law of friction and thus
ij = tj

(26)
where
Aj = J, + J2 +

JJ + Jd

= area of segment j,

(27)

and also
i, = t’. + i:
Aj= Gi,,

(28)
(29)

where
t’. = [t,n,‘][nf]’

(30)

= nodal point values of the normal component
of the recovered segment tractions
3; = [i, i, i, 1,]’

(31)

= nodal point values of the updated tangential
segment traction (see eqn 26).

(32)

Aj= ARj.

(33)
(34)

By summing the updated segment nodal forces, the
total updated contact forces at the contactor nodes
are obtained. For a contactor node k, the updated
force is denoted as ‘+ArX~-‘) (see eqn 35).
In the above calculations the contact area on the
contactor surface was considered to be compised of
a number of surface segments only (see Fig. 5). In the
cases when solitary nodes are also in contact (e.g.
node m in Fig. 5), the contact forces at these nodes
are updated directly by considering their normal and
tangential components to the contactor surface and
applying the friction law.
After the friction update calculation for the contactor segments, the algorithm determines the conditions of sticking, sliding and tension release at the
contactor nodes as shown in Table I. A special case
arises when a contactor node comes into contact with
the target surface after iteration (i - l), while the
node was not in contact after iteration (i - 2). Its
condition for iteration (i) is considered to be sticking
contact if the contact surfaces are frictional and
sliding contact if the surfaces are frictionless. The
contact force after iteration (i - 1) for such a node is
,+Q~-Uz
0.
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EVALUATION OF THE CONTACT
MATRICES

6.

‘+AfAy-‘)

In this section, the matrices ‘+“RF-I), ‘+ArKjr-l)
and I+ ArA(i-‘) are given for a generic region of contact
consisting of a single contactor node k and its target
segment of contact j (see Fig. 3). The direct stiffness
method is employed to calculate the contact matrices
for the entire region of contact.
Considering static equilibrium between node k and
segment j, the matrix r+arRji-i) is given by

(1

x

,)

w

[(n,r)Tr+AIA):-Iq.

=

The solution vector for iteration (i) is

1

z(::;

(16 x I)=

[

(41)

‘+A’R:-‘) (15 x 1)
r+ArV-‘)

Thus, one constraint equation is used to permit
sliding contact at a generic contactor node k.
.

_f(48(‘-‘)+y(‘-1,)~+A’~j:-‘)

=

I

-

iY

_I
L

4Y

(35)
7. TIME

(i-l)r+Alkf-1)
(i-

I)r+Arkf-I)

The calculation of matrices ‘+A’K(;‘-‘)and ‘+A’A~-‘)
is performed by using eqns (5) or (7) depending on
whether node k is in sticking or sliding contact
respectively.
Condition of sticking contact
-I
f(4a

(I-

“)I

I) + y”-

f(4p’-l~+y”-l’)~

‘+&KY-‘) (15 x 3) =

(36)

I (i-l)
ZY
I
I (i-l)

3

1

‘+&A!-‘) (3 x 1) = 1

(37)

where I is a (3 x 3) identity
vector for iteration (i) is

matrix. The solution

INTEGRATION OF EQUILIBRIUM
EQUATIONS

An accurate dynamic contact solution must fulfil
that the total energy of the system of contacting
bodies is conserved and the impulse-momentum
relationship is satisfied for each body. From the analytical and numerical experiments described subsequently in this section, it was recognized that the
Newmark method with parameters 6 = f and a = f is
an effective scheme for time integration of dynamic
contact equations because both the energy and momentum criteria are satisfied by the solution if the
time step employed, At, is sufficiently small.
7.1 Energy balance and impulse-momentum equations
for the Newmark method (linear analysis, no contact)
In the Newmark time integration scheme, the
displacement and velocity vectors at time t + At are
given by (91
r+Aru

=W+aAt+[(f-a)%
+ a r+A’U]At2 (42)

Au!’

AU”’
1
Al"'

I

(18

x

l)=

‘+“f_J= a + [(l - Q’U + 6 r+A’U]Aht,
Au%’
(38)

.

Au(')

C

Aug
AL!’
Thus, three constraint equations are used to enforce
sticking contact at a generic contactor node k.
Condition

(43)

Au;’

of sliding contact

where ‘U, ‘U and ‘U are the displacement, velocity
and acceleration vectors at time t respectively. In the
subsequent calculations, 6 = i is employed and it is
assumed that a 2 f. For these conditions, the Newmark method is unconditionally stable and it introduces no artificial damping in linear vibration
analysis (9, lo].
Considering eqns (42) and (43) for a linear undamped single degree of freedom system, we obtain
M’ti=*R-K’U,

r=t,t+At,...

(44)

-n;
M[r+Artr - ‘ir] = [M l+AtU+M’o];

f(4a’i- 1)+ y”- I)),2
l+uKy-r)

(Is x I)=

(39)

f(4/I”-i)+y(i-1))n,?
I

iY

(i-I)"T

(45)

,+A,~_‘a=~tAI~+‘L)]~

J

I (i- IjnT
iY
I 1

+(a

-i)[‘+“‘u-‘li]At’.

(46)
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PROBLEM
CONSIDERED
qj + u;

tu - 0
00 * _ ai

00 - 0
w,At

Ou

- 0.20

TIME STEP NUMEER. n

Fig. 7. Plot of percentage error in energy during free vibration analysis of an undamped single degree
of freedom system.

The impulse-momentum
relationship
substituting eqn (44) into eqn (45):

&'E - “E

is obtained by

- K[+U;+‘u]*t.

(47)

The energy balance equation is obtained from eqns
(46) and (47):

c_- E)[c+kt)2-W],

(48)

OSTI4.

(q,At)2

(51)

Hence the maximum energy error is bounded by the
square of the term (w,At/2). Figure 7 shows a plot of
the percentage error in energy when o,At = 0.20.
Figure 8 shows two plots of percentage period
elongation corresponding to the two cases when a = $
and a =f respectively. When a = 4, the percentage
period elongation is small when o,At s 0.20.
7.2 Choice
analysis

of parameter

a for

dynamic

contact

From eqns (48) and (50) the choice of a = f seems
quite natural for the time integration of dynamic
response. However, for a generic problem of two
impacting point masses (stiffness-free), the analytical
solution for rebound velocities is not matched by the

where ‘E is the total energy of the system at time T
given by
X PERIOD
ELONGATION

Then, for free vibrations,
r+nAtE

_

‘E

=

(+,)p+92_~u2],

n=1,2,3,4

,...

(50)

Equation (SO) shows that for free vibration analysis
using a = $ (i.e. trapezoidal rule), the total system
energy is the same at all discrete solution time points
for any value of the time step, At. For other values
of a, the error in energy displays an oscillatory
behavior.
Equation (50) is of particular interest when a = f is
employed (see Section 7.2). For the initial conditions
‘o=O and ‘u= -w,2OU (where o, is the natural
frequency), eqn (50) gives

Fig. 8. Plots of percentage period elongation for the Newmark method.
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KlWEN

=

v,i- VI ;
[

v2i+

v2

1. f

(56)

A

forf<a<l

NODES 'a.0

--lbI
---..-----X-AXIS
NODE 1
1 CONTACTORNODE I

NODE 2
I TARGET NODE I

[;;I=

.

[+;;[zIJ

(57)

0

i

0

(h) Finite element model.
Fig. 9. Analysis of collision of two unequal point masses.

numerical solution if a = f is employed. Thus, to
identify a suitable value of a, the problem of two
impacting masses is solved below in closed form using
eqn (8) with a as a variable.
Figure 9(a) shows the two point masses considered,
m, and m2, at the instant just before they collide with
each other. Prior to impact the two masses are
moving with uniform velocities, Vii and Vu, respectively. The analytical solution for the rebound
velocities of the two masses, V,,and V,, respectively,
is given by

VI

V,f=

vii-

‘y’

V2i+ V2,

(52)
(53)

where
v

I=

V 2=

2m*(vh-

vZi)

(54)

w+m
2ml(Vli-

m,+m,

8. ITRRATION STRATEGY AND
CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
v2i)

’

w

For the solution of this problem, using eqn (8). the
configuration shown in Fig. 9(a) is chosen to correspond to time t = 0. The time step used is Ar. The
finite element model used is given in Fig. 9(b). The
point masses m, and m2 are assigned to nodes 1 and
2 respectively. The constraint on incremental displacements of nodes 1 and 2 due to contact is
obtained from eqn (7). The condition of tension
release of contact is reached when the contact force
acting onto the contactor node (i.e. node 1) acts along
the positive x-direction [i.e. tension develops between
the contactor and target nodes, see eqn (20)].
The solutions obtained for the rebound velocities
is as follows (when 0 < u < 1):
forO<a<t

Equations (56) and (57) show that when a = i is used,
the classical solution for rebound velocities is reproduced exactly. When a # 4, only the total momentum of the two masses is conserved, but the total
energy is not conserved.
When a 2 1, at least one value of a can be
identified, a = 1, for which the analytical solution for
the rebound velocities is matched exactly. However,
theuseofa
= 4 is more desirable for general applications as it also corresponds to the smallest value of
the term (a - 8 in the energy equation, eqn (48), of
an elastic spring with a point mass.
Repeating the experiment of impacting masses for
the case when the distance of separation between the
masses, Od, is nonzero (see Fig. 9b), the classical
solution for rebound velocities is obtained again by
using a = 4.
From the calculations presented above it is apparent that using the Newmark method with parameters
s =f and a=f
will be effective for analysis of
practical dynamic contact problems. However, considering eqns (48)-(51), the time step employed must
be sufficiently small to satisfy the accuracy requirement on the total system energy during its dynamic
response.

Summarizing the algorithm presented in Sections
2-7, the sequence of calculations performed in iteration (i) at time t + At is as follows:
0 Evaluate the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors after iteration (i - 1); namely,
r+AqJ(i-I)

r+b$J!-1)

and

It&@-I)_

Evaluate ‘the vector of nodal point forces,
ItblF(‘- I), and simultaneously
calculate the
stiffness matrix, ’ +*Kc’- *I.
0 Evaluate the contact forces before friction up
date, AR”-‘), from eqn (9) and recover the
segment tractions on the contactor surface.
Update the segment tractions and the concentrated forces at solitary nodes to satisfy Coulomb’s law and evaluate the contactor surface
nodal forces (see Section 5.2). Evaluate the
target surface nodal forces by considering the

0
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nodal force equilibrium equations over the region of contact.
0 Detect if any new contactor surface nodes have
come into contact after iteration (i - 1).
0 Evaluate the contact matrices ’ tA’U~-‘) and
‘+ “‘Af- ‘) (see Section 6).
0 Using the Newmark method with parameters
6 = i and a = i, solve the equilibrium equations
to obtain the unknown quantities AW” and
A~U(i).

0 Check for convergence in the equilibrium iterations. The contact force convergence criterion
employed is
IjAR”-

1)_ AR”-

11
AR” - ‘)II2

1)(12~

L
t

(58)

where 6 is a small number. In addition, the energy
and/or force convergence criteria [9] are also employed to check for convergence in the domains of the
contacting bodies. If all convergence criteria are not
satisfied simultaneously, perform the calculations for
iteration (i + 1) according to the procedure detailed
above.

9.NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

The 3-D contact algorithm presented in Sections
2-g has been implemented in the computer program
ADINA [I I] and the results of some sample demonstrative analysis are presented in this section.
9.1 Analyses of static and dynamic Hertz axisymmetric contact problems
Figure 10 shows the two problems considered.
Each analysis is performed to calculate the contact
area and the developed surface tractions when two
identical spheres come into contact with each other.
In the first case, the contact is generated due to the
externally applied static compressive loading and, in
the second case, the contact is developed due to
impact of the two spheres. Roth of these analyses can
be performed by using a finite element model which
consists of 2-D axisymmetric elements and 2-D contact surfaces. We, however, use a model which employs 3-D solid elements and 3-D contact surfaces to
demonstrate the applicability of the algorithm and
also to permit the use of the same finite element mesh
for the analysis described in Section 9.2.
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Fig. 11. Finite elemental model. (a) Finite element discretization of the one-degree
considered. One 3-D solid element is used across the wedge thickness.

Figure I 1 shows the finite element model used. Due
to symmetry, only a one degree wedge of a single
sphere is considered to come into contact with a flat
rigid surface. The sphere wedge is chosen to be the
contactor body and it is discretized using eight
node 3-D solid elements (see Fig. 11b). The flat rigid
surface is the target surface and it is defined by three
nodes each having no degrees of freedom.
In the static analysis, the wedge is subjected to a
uniformly distributed body force along the negative
z-direction such that the resultant of the body force
for the entire sphere is P = - 5 I3k (i.e. the total force
applied onto the wedge equals -(513/36O)k). The
total load is applied in two equal steps. Figure 12
shows the calculated contact tractions and a comparison with the Hertz analytical solution [12].
In the dynamic analysis, each node belonging to
the wedge is assigned an initial (i.e. prior to impact)
velocity, V = -3k, and the time integration of dynamic response is performed using Newmark’s
method with 6 = 4 and a = f. Considering the wave

sphere wedge

velocity within the sphere domain and the sphere
dimensions, a reasonable choice for the time step is
Ar = 0.002 sec. In the present analysis, however,
At = 0.01 set is chosen based upon the analytical
solution for the impact duration [12]. Figure 13
shows the calculated contact tractions and a comparison with the Hertz analytical solution.
9.2 Static analysis of contact between an elastic sphere
and a rigid half space due IO combined pressure and
twist loading
Figure 14 shows the problem considered. An analytical solution for the frictional tractions in the
sliding contact region is presented in [ 131for the case
when the sphere is first pressed against the half space
and then subjected to a twisting moment loading. The
corresponding
numerical solution is obtained in
two stages. In the first stage, the Hertz axisymmetric
contact analysis b = 0.0) is performed to obtain
the region of contact and the developed normal
contact tractions which act on the sphere surface
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twist loading (r,, = 169 and a = 1.2, see Fig. 12). Twelve segments are in contact. Note that, for example,
seven segments are in sticking contact and five segments are in sliding contact when M = 44.

(P = -513k, see Fig. 12). In the second stage, the
twisting moment loading is applied onto the sphere
and the analysis is performed with p = 0.15 to obtain
the distribution of developed frictional contact tractions.
Due to the symmetry of the sphere geometry and
the skew-symmetry of the applied loading, the finite
element mesh shown in Fig. 11 is employed in this
analysis and the Hertz axisymmetric contact solution
is obtained as described in Section 9.1. To simulate
the effect of the twisting moment loading, at each
point A in the wedge, a body force is applied along
the circumferential direction (in the x-y plane) such
that its magnitude is proportional to the distance of
point A from the z-axis. Figure 15 shows the distribution of the frictional contact traction for different
levels of the applied twist loading. The numerical
solution for the tractions in the sliding contact region
is observed to be in good agreement with [13].
9.3 Analysis of longitudinalimpact of a bar
A slender elastic bar moving with a uniform velocity V is considered to impact a rigid half space (see
Fig. 16). The analysis is performed to calculate the
generated impact stresses in the bar material.
The bar is chosen to be the contactor body and it
is discretized using twenty eight-node 3-D solid elements. The contactor surface sonsists of one fournode segment defined over the cross-section of the
bar (see Fig. 16). The rigid half space is the target

body and the target surface is defined by four nodes
each having no degrees of freedom.
Figure 17 shows the obtained numerical solution
and its comparison with the corresponding analytical
solution [ 141.
10. CDNCLUDlNC REMARKS

An algorithm for solution of three-dimensional
contact problems has been presented. The solution
method is applicable to a wide range of static and
dynamic problems with material and geometric nonlinearities. Although emphasis in the presentation has
been on the analysis of two body contact, the method
is directly applicable to multibody contact problems.
A Lagrange multiplier technique is employed to
enforce the conditions of sticking and sliding contact
between the two bodies. The incremental displacement constraint equations due to contact are formulated using the most current geometry of the contact
region. The Lagrange multiplier values in iteration (i)
are, in principle, the incremental contact forces based
on the solution of the governing equations of equilibrium which are formulated after iteration (i - I).
However, these values are not used by the alogorithm
to calculate the total contact forces after iteration (i)
because such a procedure can introduce serious errors
of linearization in nonlinear analyses with contact.
Instead, the total contact forces are directly evaluated
from the applied external loads, inertia forces and the
nodal point forces equivalent to the current element
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stresses. Thus, the sole function of the Lagrange
multipliers is to enforce that, in each iteration, the
incremental displacements of contactor and target
surfaces are compatible with each other in the region
of contact.
A salient feature of the alogorithm is that the time
intergration of dynamic response is performed by the
Newmark method with parameters S = f and a = f.
The criteria of energy and momentum balance for the
contacting bodies are satisfied within the accuracy
requirement by choosing a sufficiently small time
step. An analysis shows that the time step chosen
should typically satisfy o,,At I 0.20, where w,, is the

highest frequency of interest in the dynamic response.
Note that the chosen method also has the very
desirable property of unconditional stability in linear
analysis.
The contact algorithm presented was developed to
provide a practical engineering analysis tool. The
method directly accounts for all nonlinearities within
the domains of the contacting bodies. It is observed
from numerical experimentation
that the segment
approach yields frictional tractions which oppose the
relative sliding between the contacting surfaces. In
the modeling of friction, it is assumed that Coulomb’s
law of friction is applicable with a constant coefficient
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Fig. 17. Impact stress in element number 1. Each solution point is the average element stress over a time
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of friction. This simple friction model is frequently
adequate in practice since a detailed characterization
of frictional behavior through laboratory experiments is a very difficult task and thus often not
feasible. To broaden the scope of application of the
algorithm, an important future research area is to
develop numerical procedures to permit the use of
more complex friction models in the contact solution.
Considering research on further improvements in
the computational
effectiveness of the solution
method, an important contribution
would lie in
developing a line searching technique during equilibrium iterations [IS] when contact conditions are
present. Also useful would be- the development of a
strategy for the friction update calculation to account
for the variation of contact tractions over the segment surfaces.
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